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Many organizations struggle to get business value from analytics. According to Gartner, until 2022, only 20% of analytical insights will deliver business outcomes. When it comes to AI, Gartner says 80% of this year's projects remain alchemy run by wizards who don't expand their
organizational talents. Setting up an analytics project or analytics organization is a different matter, but it's a different way to get value from your analysis. And with covid-19's economy disrupting outbreaks around the world, companies are more likely to take a closer look at ROI in regards to
analytics and data science groups not a matter of analysis. It's not even about insight. It's about impact. If it's not affecting you, you're wasting your time, says Mike Onders, Chief Data Officer, Division CIO and Head of Enterprise Architecture at Cleveland at KeyBank, Ohio. We're actually
working backwards from the specific business outcomes we're trying to achieve, says Shri Shanthanam, Executive Vice President and General Manager of Global Analytics and AI at Experian. Ultimately, ML (machine learning) and AI tend to be vehicles to get us to our ultimate goal, but
really, what we talk about, what we share, what we drive with our customers is a better set of results. The opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are their own. You are reading Entrepreneurial India, an international franchise of entrepreneurial media. Computing is already
needed after oxygen, water, electricity, gas and phone calls. It has launched a ladder of social usefulness for various service models for cloud computing, such as software-as-a-service (SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), and still analytics-as-a-service
(AaaS). This article will focus specifically on big data. In layman's terms, big data analytics is a process that includes examining large and diverse datasets. It is primarily designed to easily address business organizations, including hidden patterns, customer preferences, market trends, and
unknown correlations to help corporate giants make informed decisions and make profits. The technology is also increasingly used in other industries such as agriculture, health, education and supply chain logistics. Developing countries lack the right infrastructure and comprehensive data
retention technologies that cover remote areas in rural and rural areas. Big data can also reach places that are not easily accessible, and help compile data and add it to country matching datasets. All this is possible for the Internet of Things. For simplicity,Devices such as computing and
digital machines, objects, people, and animals are given unique identifiers, along with the capability to automatically transfer data over a network. This eliminates the need for human clerical work to supply in numbers. We are not talking about the distant future or technology used in
developed countries, we are talking about our country where many startups are already working in this field. One startup is using the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, big data analytics and mobility to refine established agricultural supply chain parameters (milk production,
procurement, cold storage chain, animal insurance). Another Indian data-driven energy efficiency startup uses advanced machine learning to achieve significant energy savings for consumers. They enable retail and BFSI companies to save up to 30% on energy bills with machine learningbased models that ensure governance, risk mitigation, quality services, automated and intelligent control. The healthcare healthcare sector is beginning to take advantage of the potential of big data analytics and use this technology to prevent epidemics (recording medical reports of
symptoms, medications, larger pools of people, curing diseases), curing diseases and reducing costs so that each organization does not have to update and maintain individual databases. Big data can use statistics to further highlight the gap between requirements and supply for local
healthcare facilities. How to break this path can help you collect data and translate it into important insights. Perhaps in third-world countries, big data also helps us collect data without personal bias or prejudice, combining various digital resources, reducing human error and, as a result,
encouraging data journalism that breaks the backs of corruption and fake news. As a result, it suppresses the threat of unrelated gibberish floating in media and social circles. Finally, we may have a solution to the biggest problem that erupted at the time of the advent of the 20th century too much, unreliable information is circulating to confuse and manipulate humanity. Efficient collection of accurate data emphasizes what the public wants and minimizes the time it takes to make decisions. Slow decision-making and policy implementation are often the complaints of people
living in democracies, especially in countries as diverse as India. Management bodies can collect a huge range of information, such as population trends, from the Internet, applications, social media and other digital platforms, and can be used further in the policy-making process. AndWith
their free information, the government can bring about change to boost the economy faster. The constant potential threat of leaking citizens' personal information to malicious groups in light of India's Aadhar card attempts. Big data also creates a centralized system of data, greatly improving
security and accessibility. As a result of reduced risk, policies are easier to implement and less politicized and opposed. Agriculture Sector In the agricultural sector, big data has established a cyber-physical farm management cycle. Yes, it's not a sci-fi fantasy, but it can capture a huge
amount of diverse data for research and analysis that helps farmers with their decision-making process. The startup converts satellite capture data into high-resolution images that farmers can use to monitor crop health. It attracts attention to a variety of needs, including fertilizers, pest
management, and water. It also warns against sudden changes in operational conditions, such as the spread of weather and crop diseases. Another company, Blue River, uses machine learning and robotics to guide farm input. Big data can help you with complex needs, such as choosing
business partners, buyers, sellers, and more. It is also the solution to a simple problem in the field. This technology also helps with soil health monitoring. And for the illusion about humans losing their jobs to machines, such analysis and technology do not reduce human involvement, which
rather increases human presence and control in the role of strategic capabilities and supervision. Big data analytics helps to keep stakeholders in the agricultural sector directly, along with maintaining a database with the necessary information about crops, region-specific farming methods,
basic crop prices, damage management techniques used, and problems that plague farmers. In the education sector, the data touches on many aspects of human life, including education. This field is of par importance to man and his civilization. The aforementioned techniques will help you
gain a better insight into the behavior of individual students, which is the basis for creating a learning environment that is beneficial to all students. In addition, big data can help with uphill tasks that monitor student behavior, such as the time required to answer questions, sources to refer to
to prepare for exams, and questions to skip in general. Such information can help teachers formulate remediation actions that may reduce dropout rates in schools and colleges. The database also allows you to track and store information about student performance after school or after
college in the job market. This would also guide the next batch of students in choosingRight course and college. Big data has so many virtues, but some researchers believe such algorithms will swallow jobs and unemployment will reach its pinnacle. Sure, they efficiently source large
amounts of data in less time than human employees, but we still need a skilled human brain to link statistics to other factors and form definitive numbers that can actually help as opposed to raw data shared by algorithms. Like all other technological advances, it's about making human work
more convenient and life a lot easier. Avinash Kaushik literally wrote a book about web analytics. He is the author of the recently published book Web Analytics: One Hour a Day. He is also google's analytics experiencer and will share with us how he can use analytics to change the way we
look at our business. Business.
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